"For the last quarter of a century my DXing inspiration has been almost solely derived from the pages of DX NEWS!" - Herb Campbell, Box 35, R.D. 2, Athens, Penna.

**DXE s_a_n_d_T E S T S**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>A.M. E.S.T.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tue. Dec. 18</td>
<td>WKLE</td>
<td>Washington, Georgia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1:00 - 1:30 P0P TEST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Dec. 31</td>
<td>WKF E</td>
<td>Yauco, Puerto Rico</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00 NRC DX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 7</td>
<td>CJMT</td>
<td>Chicoutimi, Quebec</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHLO</td>
<td>St. Thomas, Ontario</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CKNB</td>
<td>Campbellton, New Brunswick</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00 NRC/CDXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBI</td>
<td>Sydney, Nova Scotia</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4:15 - 5:15 NRC/CDXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu. Jan. 10</td>
<td>CB AF</td>
<td>Moncton, New Brunswick</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30 NRC/CDXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 14</td>
<td>WAGM</td>
<td>Presque Isle, Maine</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00 NRC DX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 21</td>
<td>WNB S</td>
<td>Lexington, North Carolina</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30 test-nnr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat. Jan. 26</td>
<td>1 ZD</td>
<td>Tarangua, New Zealand</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5:00 - 5:07 NDXKL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun. Jan. 27</td>
<td>CKOV</td>
<td>Kelowna, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>5:10 - 3:30 NRC DX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon. Jan. 28</td>
<td>KFRC</td>
<td>Longview, Texas</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00 NRC DX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBA</td>
<td>Sackville, New Brunswick</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:55 NRC DX</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WKLE's PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TEST**

In a letter from Mr. Robert W. Moody, GM and Dir. of Engineering of WKLE-1370, Washington, Ga., he informs Ralph R. Hartman of NRC that his station will run this Proof of Performance Test on Tuesday morning, December 18, from 1:00 to 1:30 a.m., E.S.T., and that it will consist of station breaks at regular intervals; organ music, and tones. Mr. Moody wants to hear from DXers and will verify if you'll be kind enough to enclosure a self-addressed, stamped envelope, to Engineering Department, WKLE, Box 639, Washington, Georgia. We hope many of you hear and report this special test period.

**CHANGES IN STATION DATA - F. C. C.**

(purchased from Seabrooke Printing Company; Washington, D. C.)

NEW CALLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>NRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>790 K E K O</td>
<td>Koeakekau, Hawaii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300 W EZ Q</td>
<td>Winfield, Alabama</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300 W K C M</td>
<td>Jacksonville, Arkansas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1320 W K J R</td>
<td>Muskegon Heights, Michigan</td>
<td>1350 K G T N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FACILITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>NRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1320 W K R K</td>
<td>Murphy, North Carolina, to 5,000 D-1, from 20000 kc/s., 1,000 D-1.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W MS R</td>
<td>Manchester, Tennessee, to 5,000 D-1, from 20000 D-1, same channel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1380 W T T H</td>
<td>Port Huron, Michigan, to 5,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-3, move XR locally.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now on with 1,000/250 U-1: TX-1230. Now on, new antenna, WOBS-1240.

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1010 WINS</td>
<td>MM only</td>
<td>1000 KTOK inc. MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1280 CHIQ</td>
<td>MM only</td>
<td>1450 KAYS inc. MM(P).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Am now on vacation and giving the HJ-190 a good workout. However, it must be pointed out that the HJ-180 is not a "magic box" - it's just that when the stations are coming in your way you just get them better. I sent in my entry for the Foreign DX Contest but am not keeping pace with some of the fellows due to heavy work ahead. Reports out so far this season are: PJAS HRVS HCVE4 U.S.S.R.-1850 HOS23 Vladivostok-548 & HJGE. 

Veris in are: PJAS & HRVS. Split frequencies were terrific on the nights of 12/5 & 12/6. 

Sure wish I could have IDed some of them. The bulletins look good - Pete Taylor is handling Fred's old job like a pro - we've got a lot to be thankful for! By the way, my Hallcrafters S-76 is for sale. Anyone on the WC interested? This set is quite a performer; 192 veries from December-155 to April-62. In that group are 59 from Asia, 33 from Oceania, 33 from SA & 63 from NA not counting Cuba, Mexico, Canada & U.S.A. Forty countries included. A good receiver for the DXer who needs one. Please advise or inquire. A Merry Christmas to all!

Jack Hatheway - 4701 South Milam Street - Amarillo, Texas

Will be up looking for all the stations in the swell lineup for tomorrow morning. 12/3-WJOB-1230 3:05; KLAS-1230 3:15; KBUN-1450 3:20; KATT-1450 3:20; WRYM-840 3:31-4:00; #765 & 43rd state; KTAC-850 4:53 #759; KTIN-920 5:16; KDLA-1010 5:56; KJEO-1300 8:15pm; KLEO-1480 8:19; WRTA-1140 8:39; KSWO-1380 9:16; KSAL-1150 10:08; VOA-1180 10:15. 12/4/KSHA-860 3:10 under KXNL; KRAP-680 5:49pm evidently ex-KENS; KRTS-1360 8:29; KXDL-1360 8:30; KWGO-1560 10:06; KWWH-1130 v/q received. 12/5- KAY-1580 (?) 7:30pm #765. 12/7/KJTO-1470 1:00; KBNE-680 1:37; KYOR-1300 2:00; KNBR-1230 2:55pm; KTRM-1380 8:12; KCIA-1550 8:36; KJAY-1090 9:17; WOQ-1420 9:28. 12/8- KELR-1460 1:41; KOSA-1230 1:44; #767; KFMN-1370 2:04 on r/c but with TT, #768; KONO-860 2:26; KRG-1410 2:29; KXZL-850 2:41; WACO-1460 3:01; KIGA-960 5:59pm. 12/9- KGBS-740 2:59; WARC-770 3:08; KRLD-1030 3:48; KMOX-1120 3:48; WQAI-1200 3:54; KYNO-1300 4:00; WHEL-1350 4:03; WLYA-1450 4:34. 73, DX.

Raj H. Kraul - 6423 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

The SFC programs are sure a boost to my DX! Tremendous job - Norm Pillsbry & Company! Also to Larry Godwin & the f/c boys - the best f/c list we've ever had! I hope all you fellows who work very hard for all of us get so much DX you can't keep up with it! Thanks. I have five new loggings for the week. SM 12/2- WELF-1330 DX was in all after 4:30. Noted WOL on, however. MM 12/3, heard WRYM-840 in very well with WHAS on test. Also call change, ENB, Ex-KNEC-680 @ 3:00. 12/4- KSHA-860 TEST from 3:15-3:30 fading in & out ZPB1 heard here a couple of mornings on 960 usually 4400 till WRCF s/on @ 5:00. Only one verie this week, v/1 KGMF. Many tests have not replied yet, but I guess they must have received hundreds of reports. Sooner or later they answer - I hope!

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

First of all, a BIG welcome to old pal Ben Patch, now a New Yorker, and once again an NRGer! Also, fine job, Larry Godwin, on the new f/c list! And I agree with you 100%, having Pop publish DX NEWS is better than having nobody publish it - I can't think of anyone who would disagree with that! I've just figured out what "quality DX" is - that's the stations you can't understand, hi! While typing this, I'm trying to log Granjestad, PJAO-1435, seeing through WNNJ sidebands occasionally. I just heard a (new?) Radio Cadena Nacional (RCN) station (Colombia) on 605; nice signal, but who is it and where is it? These, Tuesday, early PM (6pm or so). There are four v/s I'd like to have, mentioned in this issue by others: Stan Norsis, WAG; Dave Pope, VELE; Dallas John, WJAZ; & Len Kruse, WSDC. I note many of you do not send your v/s in any more - it would help if you did, but please check back through the last half-dozen or so v/s listings to avoid repeats and permanent loss of the column. To Dave Aichelman, I prefer listing catches by date as when I'm going to have an AN DX session I go back through back issues to look at others' DX on that particular corresponding day in previous month. Also, it avoids repeating dates often in the report. DX not so hot here in new catches, only three, and all from CPC efforts, to whom I bow deeply and say "Well Done!", especially Len Kruse & Norm Pillsbry. 12/9- TT-1470 unIDed (by themselves) as well as by me, hi 1:42 and on; Unn but unr. WYCU-1550 ET/M much of AM; Unn CFDR-1570 topping CKLM to 2:15 or so, on with local ER; Lord's Prayer s/on-520 @ 5:57-30, killed by WATE's SS s/on @ 6:01. 12/10- KMAK-1530 S 5-7 on TEST with nice band mx; some KTEK in background. Unn WWIL-1580 ET/M most of AM. An SS-1500 fighting KSTP, who? No KXZO-1490 heard; believe an image of WAPAT-930 there. WBUC-1450 tremendous S-9 signal 3:33-4 & WXYJ-1340 over/under WGNI 4:00-4:15, TT-DX, IDs every three minutes. Cy, an image of WABC-770 heard S-7 on 1370 @ 4:05am! Who needs them, hi.
It's been quite a while since I've been in these pages, last April to be exact, so I guess it's more than time I reported. Andy, Joe & Jeff & others, I'll write & Jeff, I still have your "DX Horizons." The old S-3EE I used to use is long gone & I'm now using an S-107. The '62-'63 season started for me on 9/24 with the logging of CBAG-1550 when they were on their AN asked. Since then I've added a scant 55 stations. I could probably have a number of other stations added to the log but I'm a "quality" DXer. I myself would rather hear a 500kw. Hungarian than ten 250w. Delaware stations. Some of you probably disagree with me while some of you may not. But I say, what the heck? Everybody's got his own taste. Fairly recent DX includes; 11/5- KHOK-1550 made it with little trouble @ 3:30 as did KYNQ-1420 @ 3:40; WMIE-1140 with their VOA RS @ 4:30, JEC-750 @ 5:02, WDNQ-820 @ 5:05. 11/19- BBO-1088 strong @ 2:15, WRENS-1240 TT @ 2:31, WAEE-790 RS @ 2:53, then my #1 station, YCQ-880 for New Zealand #1 with an S-3 signal & a solid ID @ 4:30. 11/26- Alger I-930 in the clear @ 2:00 for another new country.

Programming was in Arabic. WFAU-1340 with DX & band mx @ 2:35, v/1 from them last year, though. WKBN-970 AN, KIFO-1010 TEST @ 3:45 & announcing 25w. CHEF-1450 with E/E/FF with S-9 signal @ 4:15, WDGS-1440 @ 4:23 which was also quite strong, XSW-940 with TT @ 4:10, WJQG-940 @ 4:40, WVOH-920 @ 4:50 both in good with their TESTs, TMTS-963 @ 5:30pm & Maroc-935 @ 5:15pm for two more new countries & #3 & #4 Africans. 12/1- WJUL-1440 @ 4:45am with f/c, KAAY-1090 up until 4:55 when VFRAL s/on, WAGY-1320 s/on @ 4:59, WVIR-350 s/off @ 5:13pm. 12/3- Radio Monte Carlo-1466 S-9 plus @ 1:30, Strasbourg-1277 over KFRP which Wemp King was joyfully trying to listen to @ 1:55, Paris II-1070 on top of KNX @ 2:05. Other RTF outlooks on 836 863 944 1205 1376 & 1554 all strong until nearly 3:00. Very EE on 620 had me wondering @ 2:15 but ID @ 2:17 gave the station as the JBC broadcasting some sort of game between England & Australia, most likely rugby. Funnny, Radio Jamaica-770 was broadcasting the same game at the same time. WFRM-1260 ID on ET @ 1:51, WYNR-1390 finally logged @ 3, WRIM-840 3:45, hometown WBNE not heard. KM-1070 heard on a year of trying, 3:58-4:30 with two good positive IDs. JEC-700 @ 5 & WPAB-730 5:10. Who is TA on 1233 heard last four M/W 1:30? Finally, if someone wants to correspond with a Cape Codder, drop a line this way. 73s.

Ed Drum - 14 Dale Road - Wethersfield #, Connecticut

Very nice job on the Musings section! I hope all members will report often during the DX season. I will! Now down to my new DX & I hope I am not overlapping too much. WVIF-1310 heard on 11/25 @ 10am, VOA -1180/1040 heard with good signals in evening, XWGA-340 heard on car radio @ 9:30pm, & on SM 12/2 band seemed to be the best all season, too bad I didn't get up a little earlier. Heard WETQ-850 with very find signals @ 4:30am, also wonderful signal was WFUN from Miami Beach on 790 @ 4:35, WQAR-790 from Norfolk heard as was WQXI-790, both with good signals. WAAY heard same morning for my 30th state logged, IDed as "Way Radio." Say Ernie, is WPGA still daytime only on 980? Seems as though I heard them at just before 7pm. (Still D I believe - EE) On 750 I heard a Jamaican station ID as a member of Conaxis Broadcasting Company. According to a past issue of SPF (the ASWLC publication) it is from Point Galina, JEC. The editor of that column said "According to a reliable source this outlet is Port Maria and power is 5kw. Address is Jamaica Broadcasting Corp., Kingston 5, Jamaica. V/s is G. L. Stewart." Ernie, can you give me any help on this? (No info here, Ed - try Pete Taylor - WBC) Remember, a subscription of NRC would make a really nice present for a friend for Christmas. Too all I wish good DX. 73.

Shag Morriss - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts

Veries, KLAD WAGC & WHEF after two frumps with a Ca also. 11/29- WSEL-1440 Pontotoc, Miss. ET 2:12. WJAR-1440 Providence AN, maybe special for ER. WXIV-1480 Wintervere, Pla. test"2:140 s/off. Reported KAAV again as no answer to first report. 12/1- Radio Veronica-1552 @ 2:05, QM by Covilha, Portugal & a third, copied till 2:35. Other TAs good, some Germans S-3 but WBC weak. ZFBI-960 Pembroke, Bermuda copied through CHNS - announces as ZFBI St. Georges, owned by Capital Broadcasting Co. with station located in Pembroke. 12/2- HRVS-910 Taguigalpas, already on, 5:00am, covered by WRNL @ 6. Another also under WRNL 6am s/on. ZRAD IDs as Middleton N.S. on three-way ID for all stations in group, not Wilnot Station. 12/4- Antigua-644 to 3:10, cricket matches. USAN-1590 Nashua, N.H. now AN - Ernie, you should get 'em easy now. V/1 KBGO ARE YOU TYPING THE 1963 NRC CONVENTION IN MIND? DENVER IS THE PLACE, AND WE EXPECT THIS TO BE THE LARGE CONVENTION EVER. BE SURE TO BE A PART OF IT - PLAN AHEAD!
November, like October, was a slim month DX-wise with only 12 new stations added to logs, as follows: 11/1- KEXO-1580 Waco, Tex. 3:25-4:32am; AN. 11/5- WPON-1550 Cookeville, Tenn. TEST logged, but only two local ID's received, thanks to rough image from local KIXI-910; CMCA-730, Havana, s/5 5:02am in EE. 11/10- XENL-860 Monterrey, N.L. logged 3:55-6:30am, poor signal, but clear call @ 4:59am. 11/11- KNBR-880 San Francisco, ex-IDBC, ID @ 11:59am. 11/17- A very hot LA evening. HJGR-1033 Encarnaminga, Colombia ID @ 10:29pm with AM SW & FM. 11/18- HJXX-778 Bogota s/off 12:28am, quite good; XEMB-770 San Francisco del Oro, Chih. s/on 7:57am, logged to 3:15. 11/21- VOA-1180 Marathon, Fla. ID @ 11:59:30pm just atop WHMY. 11/25- Radio Peking-700 8:55-9:05am (believe Kuming Yunnan). 11/26- WCDS-1440 Glasgow, Ky. TEST logged only @ 4:30m s/off; VOA-1040 ID @ 11:59:30pm (no location nor call given, but they let a WIBO ID sneak through one time if I heard right; assume they were being fed by this SW VOA.) Reported to, although not new, but unverified: 11/3- KETO-1580 Seattle, ET with CC & IDs on the hour & half hour; 12:30-4pm. 11/17- HOU-1028, David, Panama s/off 10:56pm. 11/25- HJBU-640 Santa Marta, Colombia 11:15pm to s/off 12:01am. Veries, KETO=1580 WACO=1460 & KXAD=1550. Possibly of interest: Local KETO-1580 is sked to appear on 85 at 9am 12/5. KSUM-1570 TEST of 11/3 was not heard here; CHUB not off until 4:09am. WEZA-1030 no longer on air per card from WEZ; last day of operations was 7/27/62. Re KTRI-1470 veries situation, one of my most enthusiastic replies is from Sam Seldon, CE, in response to a taped report. By the way pals, Sept. '64 isn't far away, so how about laying off & letting well enough alone? Only complaint I have is that TFs are too few & too weak this season. Don't suppose it's fair to blame this on Pop, but even old bench-marks like VOA-1178, JOEJ-670 & 2NR-700 are rarely heard, & then weak with much fading. How about joining us out in the "Real Country" come '64-'65, Sir Edge? Or are you married to Buffalo-Land? An anxious to get set on new location; about best I can do is aim for 9/1/63. Have Earnest money on seven acres near Lake Ki about 15 miles NW of Everett. Good opportunity for extensive "antenna farm." I believe, providing KHKO-1380 ground wave is not too strong. 73.

John Callaman - Box 1914 - Pampa, Texas

12/1- Routine log on KLOSE-730 5:27-5:100, with bonus of KTIE 3:41-5:45 s/off. 12/2- KClI-1380 r/c 1:05-1:15; KPEL-1420 ending ET 1:15, QRM from WACT ET, & XEB; XEB? 820 s/off 1:33; WJL-1550 ET 1:44-1:54; XEBC-1330 Irapuato, Gto. noted 1:59-2:04; KSVP-990 r/c until 2:10; YNNV-850 Radio Continental, Managua, good log 2:12-2:24; um KATC-1450 AN now, off ID; KFMN-540 logged 2:51-3:00; KOAL-1230 r/c 3-3:15; no WELF noted; WIL-1580 3:33-4:01 AN; KSOX-1480 now has hillbilly telephone request show after 4:00. 12/3- KTKG-1000 now on AM MM, rates; CMN=1160 ID = 3:30, guess this is actually CMBN??, WYRM-840 S 5-6 & 250 readable throughout program; CKVL-850 good 3:38-4:02; EE on x= 1370 4:03-4:0455, followed by Japanese talk, chimes @ 4:15, more talk to 4:23 s/on of IVW WRN lies @ 4-4:05 from NIK Network 2. Only trouble is, there are two Network 2 stations now on 1370! 1YC-880 90% readable 4:39; XEAD-1150 ID as 24hours 4:47; Radio Americas-1150 buns with -re/s/on activity 4:51; 4VBR-1145, Radio Carabo, s/on 4:57 in FF, then Mario Lanza Christmas tunes. Radio Minuto Nacional-1200 noted 5:15-5:20; YWV-890, Radio America, Valencia, Venezuela, s/on 5:24; WRSJ-1560 good log 5:33-5:43. 12/4- Quite exhausted, but set alarm anyway for KSHA & found them faintly but definitely behind very strong XENL, stayed with 'em for half an hour before sampaper eyes-lids forced me back into bed. Veries include KXAD WIMA WCEN WMT KCWR KEELR KEOE WOBH v/q, KODI WEGM WRJ WSAO KUPD. Don't understand this quality vs. quantity DX fight. Any unverified station is a challenge to me. Never know when they're gonna change calls. Anyone uninterested to discuss the quality of Hank Tyndall's DX? 73.

David Pope - Box 173 - Crescent Beach, South Carolina

Veries in are WAGT WTC KBER WHO WHNC WJMX WPLO WELE WYME WIKM WNO WLAS WIVI (W.I.) WMAZ WYNF WAGR WXW WSPA WIXX (after eight weeks) ZFEL WBO WESC WHTC WGDW HGHS (with post card, stamps, large pennant, & nice v/1). As you can tell I haven't reported in quite a while, DX (I will list my catches) WBEU-950 @ 1:30, WAGS-1330 @ 2:10 (11/22). WTM-920 @ 5:30, then WHHN broke on top @ 5:43. WBEQ-970 s/5:45 along with WYLE WWNY @ 5:30 11/29 - 7:55, WERT-1320 all alone @ 4:15 test. WCDC-1440 all alone @ 4:15 test. WHIT-1460 s/on 5:11. 11/27- WCJQ-1420 @ 12:10 with test. KTUL-1430 @ 12:31. 11/12- Monte Carlo-1466 1:33 very strong. 1052, Start Point, G.B. @ 2:22. 11/13- C-N-640 broke on top @ 5:02. ZEBK-960 12:50 excellent s/off-over signal. 12/2- Cairo @ 5:04, Nancy-465 5:02 s/off. OR-4499 Arabic station around 6:17am weak to fair signal. Brussels, Belgium @ 8:13 with very weak signal. 70. Contest points 11/22, Frn 23.
Wayne Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

Much DX is the word for November. Actually concentrating on 1000-1450 which were eligible frequencies for November CDXC Contest, 11/9- Great SSW around 7pm as added two new countries: Passe Terra, Guadeloupe on 640 & 4VEH-1025 despite CHUM slop. Both were in FF, no reports, as reception spotty. However, 4VEH was logged & reported between 10:30-11pm s/off in EE on 12/1; they're strictly religious, I believe, & announce as "The Evangelistic Voice of the West Indies." Two SS on 640 soon killed Guadeloupe, the Cuban & TGW Guatemala City. Also weak hit on 1285 - who would be this? XEAI-330

for first time @ 11:05pm. 11/11 With CHI-1280 s/off @ 12:05am, caught WGNW s/off minute later; WTAJ-1220 s/on 7:01am; WCAY-860 s/on 7:30; KEMP-1320 murdered usual WNAI at noon; heard Canadian under CFRC-630 @ 12:30pm - not sure whether CHAR or CJEJ; WKLO-1080 real strong @ 5pm; On 1530 SSB s/off @ 5:10 - sounded like WTHM, Heron or Huron Broadcasting Co. Where is this one? (Lapeer, Mich.-ERG) Hockey on 990 really threw me as turned out to be WNQX; WSMA-1550 s/off @ 5:30pm. MM

11/18 brought a few good ones: WOSH-1490 2:55am; KENF-1460 "Radio Las Vegas" s/off 3am for #4 Nevada; KFRE-1400 2:02am; noted CKLE-1250 AN MM now; KFOR-1370 TEST was heard but very poorly, only two IDs & thought they must have been airing soft, melodic mx (which if true was a poor choice for a TEST). Some slop from WSAI especially & also WENX; KILF-1190 quite good @ 4am; real wailing sound on 1500 after 4am was WEUP testing (verie back in 10 days); WIVI-970 heard with best signal so far around 4:15 with religious program (WWSW apparently was off - some QRM though, probably KARC); CJCH-920 good @ 4:30 s/on pretty well ruined WGNU TEST - only break in TT heard at 4:45 when WGNU gave ID; Horse Code ID booming through on 1370 caught my attention & of course it was WNAI on their very friendly & interesting pre s/on program (mentioned that QSLs are on the way). WTAJ-1370 s/on @ 4:59 killed them; WGWG-1420 clear @ 5:02 s/on; surprised to catch WJOY-1210 @ 5:05 (only time previously heard was briefly on DX last year); WREN-1250 dominant @ 5:10 (what happened to usual WRTY?) CBA-1070 should penetrate way out West as powerful shortly after 5am; WTLK-1510 heard every MM in Nov. @ 5 sm. Very pleasant CHLO-680 & CKNE-950 will DX on 1/7. Hoping for CKNB as only KIMN was AN last MM. 73.

Kenneth Lyon - 8028 Tonawanda Creek Road - Lockport, New York, R.F.D. 5

The DX has been just great here the last few days. I can hardly tear myself away from the RX. The big night was 12/4 when I got these - WBAY-1360 Green Bay, Wis. way over WSAI & shortly after that WPCR-1360, McKeepa, Pa. All this was from 5:30 to 6:35pm. Dave, I cracked the barrier! I rushed reports out. Here is the surprise that really knocked me flat. XGJO-790 Fargo, N.D. in with an excellent signal from 6:35-7:05pm. Sounded like a local & had no fades. I thought I was dreaming! Beautiful log & rushed out report. The CX that evening were just great, but lasted for only about two hours. I wish them back! I also heard CWKM under WOR but not enough for log, 7:45pm. I received three more verieys: WBY-820 WCY-690 Bristol, Va. & CHLO-680. I'm still trying to receive a station in Delaware. So close, yet so far. Does anyone have any formulas for getting that state? Did anyone else have spectacular results on 12/4? What happened to DDX in 12/1 issue? It was missed! Time for this windbag to quiet down. 73 & DX.

Andy Rung - 19 Dunbar Road South - Waterloo, Ontario

Latest verieys are KOTA-1330 WOOD-1330 WNAI-1280 KMAD-1550 WGHF-1320 & sight today, 12/3- WINR-630 (finally) KSWM-940 KNBR-630 WSDK-920 WYRE-1380 (finally!) WHCH-1440 & WEET-1320, making 867 the total. XEAI report bounce at Mexico City P.O. WRH address no good. DX: 11/24- WOA-1040/1180 RS in Phl. 11/28- WEYS-1560 Canton, Ill. RS 5:30pm, KCPA-1580 Marked Tree, Ark. s/off 5:59. 12/1- WTRM-1530 Lapeer, Mich. through WCKY 4:42-4:51pm. 12/2- WELF-1330 TEST but came on @ 4:30 not 4; WJAE-960 Albany, Ga. 5:15-5:25pm. Bob Karchevski- "Radio Barcelona" on 1080 is 10-000. YVQD, Barcelona, Venezuela. Buffalo '64 OK by me - Montreal '64 is OFF! And has been for quite a while. WRTY, WNEB DXes not tried for as unrr. 73.

David Deutsch - 1611 Nelson Avenue - Bronx 62, New York

I just finished reading the 11/24 DX NEWS today 12/5 as I only received it yesterday. Although late, I think the many tips in it will make up for it. DX since last report not much. 12/2- WCOJ-1530 with cw mx @ 4:27pm. 12/3- Woke up late but did catch WRTYM-940 iith TEST (I was lucky because I didn't know of time change in TEST) @ 3:23 am. & possibly WISK-1390 (not sure because of no positive ID) @ 4:02am. Veries in are WSUX-1280 & WNDR-1250 v/ls, and WAKR-1590 CFFR-1010 & KMOX-1120, v/cs. WSUX operates from 5:57am to 4:45pm. 73a.
After a long absence from these pages, the Prodigal Son has returned, hi. DX hasn't been up to par since moving to this new den of static. DX as follows: 11/18- RS, WHTO-1450, Cicero, 1111. 1:50am. RS KFNU-1400, Columbia, Mo. 12/1. 12/22- RS KWSU-1360, Muskogee, Okla. 7:15pm s/off. KOTA-1380, Rapid City, S.D. 2:01am. 11/26- WCDS-1440, TEST, Glasgow, Ky. 4:20am. Audio test, WHTO-1450, Holland, Mich. 4:4:30. KFRA-1510, Iowa Falls, IA. TEst 3:35-4:01am. 12/1- RS KAAY-1090, Little Rock, 12:47-12:59am. 12/3- F/c WROX-1450, Clarkdale, Wis. 2:15-2:22am. F/c KCSR-1450, Chadron, Neb. 2:09-2:15. Veris are WBNR WKPR KFNU & WHTC. WHTC sent record "Big Girls Don't Cry" & nice letter from DJ Frank McCarthy who says, "I say this very frankly, the NRC makes a guy feel mighty fine." He also gave a greeting to me over the air, 12/2. I have some mysteries - please help. What Florida station on 1570 from 5:35-6am 12/1 with "Dream Comes True" contest & ad for Homelette saw? What station on 1390 kc/s, has call WNR or similar sound? What station was testing on 1220 from 3:03-3:17am 12/3 with TT & mz? Sounded like WJLB - could it have been WNER? 73s.

Hank Wilkinson - 6620 Beeman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

MM 12/3 reminded me of 10/20/58. Japanese, Chinese, Korean & Russian stations all over the dial. Got a fine report on Vladivostok-548 from 5:44 to 7:44:30 after logging the Russian Far Eastern Service station on 1280 kc/s, from 4:14 to 5:02. The Yushu Sakhalinsk station on 673 kc/s was terrific @ 5:10 the same morning. Radio Pyongyang on 125 & many Japanese were at room volume on both 22/3 & 12/4 from 7-9. For EC DXers: From now to the middle of February is a good time to log SA & CA stations at very good volume at s/on until fadesout. I try for them starting around 2:30 to 3:00am PST. Sometimes they are good for an hour or more. By the way, isn't that station on 1428 kc/s. YSHF in El Salvador? Heard until 8:00 on 12/4.

Herbert Campbell - Box 35 - R.D. 2 - Athens, Pennsylvania

For the last quarter of a century my DXing inspiration has been almost solely derived from the pages of DX NEWS. Back in the days when the game, due to circumstances beyond our control, was more fun than it is now, & when our ECB section consisted of about four pages, it meant just as much to me. Today it stands alone, without challenge in its field. I have a feeling that a dollar will nowhere buy more unsubsidized reading, in the interest of radio. This has come about through the dedicated efforts of a core of hard workers. Money alone could not have commanded such service. Why even suggest that the load may be heavier? If we need improvement why not try it from the quality angle? Even the tyro can do his hit as he sees it & reap some measure of the satisfaction which I believe all true works in a cooperative project must feel. 12/2- WELP TEST was a fine show, but came on 30 minutes later than sked. He hit a lot of trouble after 5:00. Remarkable daytime reception today is WBYZ-990 & WTMX-1300 in the clear, late in the forenoon.

Larry B. Godwin - 970 23 Street - Apt. 7 - Boulder, Col.

Greetings from the land of Convention plus Vacation, 1962. We hope you are starting to plan now on attending the NRC Convention at Denver this coming Labor Day. It looks as if we will set another record attendance-wise this year easily. Congrats to Dave Combs on his xhool's fine FB season. I'll look forward to seeing Missouri play in the Blue Bonnet Bowl this year. Last MM 12/3 I couldn't hear the WRYM TEST but did hear KLYQ-980 Hamilton, Mont. f/c, ID 3:42am & heard WOSH-1490 Wisc. AN. Got a good log on KSHA-960 on its TEST 12/4 with a report sent to Bart Cronin whom I met when I was in Oregon the summer of 1960. By the way I presume the Executive Secretary did not receive the 1/3 vote he requested, as the Denver DXers have not volunteered to publish the bulletin as of 2/1/62. I am sure the members would rather have publishing under the present circumstances of government than no publishing at all, at the present time. However, in September the vote will be in order. We are expecting NRCer Phil Scott & possibly Jeff Stewart at the next meeting of the Denver DXers in Boulder, 12/20. 73 to all, & see you in Denver, Ernie Cooper!

Bill Davidson - 123 Ashbury Avenue - Wilmere, Kentucky

I have no DX to report, but I'd like to make a few comments. First, I agree completely with Pop Edge. Secondly, no amount of money can repay him for his valuable time & the personal sacrifice he has made. The fact this guy does all this for NRC & holds a full time job is amazing! Ray Edge has done a wonderful job as Publisher & Executive Secretary. Since he has, let's support him wholeheartedly until he retires. Then as he said let those who complain come forth. Guess that will do it for this time, 73.
Received a logged 10129-This Iton
Real great results Len, 12/1-8:13
1212-PJR/KB'M
Tried another receiver
1314-73s
Then I got wise to
Before this, WAG-1050 RS in the clear
5:18-5:30 s/off. Received a very nice v/l, CM & Souvenir pen, gold type with microphone & calls on the clip.
11/17- WAYN-900 RS 5:05-5:15 s/off, then WNAS easy till their 5:30 s/off, then a real surprise, WATV came in the clear till 5:45 s/off. WUFO-1080 on RS heard on 11/28, off @ 5, then Tiger Radio, WABO-1540 logged 5-5:15 s/off.
11/26- KIFG-1610 with TEST @ 3:30, stayed on air till 4:20. CHEF-1450 very good on DX.
WCVS-1440 on TEST. WJOR/KSMTP doing OK on 940 with TESTS, then went to 930 for WITN RS 5-5:15, also heard WVOH-920 on their TEST. 11/27- CHFI-1540 on RS & covering all just before s/off 5pm, now on; 12/1- WSKT-1580 on ET or some ex off at 2:45am. WAGC-1550 with Alabama/Auburn FB game, just over in time for their s/off @ 5:30.
12/3- WNYH-640 on TEST, heard on RS a few times. Not too-ofen-heard WDON-1340 "Don Radio" s/off 4:40pm, WJMN-730 5:45 s/off, WYAL-1280 off at 5pm. Some veries received WORE-1310 KUTT-1550 KVPH-1550 WATV-900 WGST-1010 WEER-1320 WVOH-920 KSWB-940 WHIN-1400 KUXL-1570 & KMD-1550. Last season I received 91 veries & the rate Jen Kruse & his boys are going I'll have more than that this season. Thanks, Larry Godwin & others for that very fine f/c list which arrived today - it's a gem! 73.

J. Warren Routsahn - 231 South West Street - York, Pennsylvania

Let up Len! I'm too old for DXing like 11/26! I had to take unfinished reports along to work to finish during the noon hour. Real great results Len, & thanks. Also to the other CP members doing so nice a job. Verif here from KELR WYSL CKIM K5GO KUXL WVOH WRMN. 11/26- All TESTS received here but KEZU, one on here didn't ID so I don't suppose it was they.
12/2- WELF got going @ 3:30 & good here. WBEK-1330 s/on @ 4:00. WAGY-1550 running @ 4:15. 12/3- WRYM TEST good here; copied bits of ZEB-930 before 3, then CHNS & I decided to postpone report. 12/4- missed out on KSHA as CMEL was on at first and side splash from WUW. Tried another receiver & it had a signal on 855 or images as EE was spoken. Rather confused, I switched to ZEB1 but CHNS prominent so I got sleepy & turned in. To clear the way for MI I went for ZEB1 this morning 12/8 & found them in the clear & very strong. Told of receiving over 100 U.S. reports, one from a Brooklyn DXer using a transistor portable. Ernie? (Nope, I use only the 169-X-EE). Now want to wish all a Merry Christmas & a New Year of the greatest DX yet. We have the Club to make it possible & owe our officers a debt of thanks we cannot repay for the job they are doing!

Ralph R. Hartman - 127 South Columbia - Naperville, Illinois

Instead of tuning to 1330 for the WELF DX, I was on 1320 and got WNAS @ 4:30 on ET/OC/T & WHOK @ 4:31, both with fairly good signals. Then I got wise to myself & logged the WELF DX, with a nice 15-20 over signal, all of these on 12/2. With a v/q from WVOH & WZIO I now have 41 points in the Contest. 73s.

Charles Reh - 36 Morgan Avenue - Lempinton, Ontario

DX since last report: 11/30- WPUB-1540 5:15pm s/off; WGEI-1590 5:30 s/off; XUX-730 11:47pm, G8M from CKAG/CMCA. 12/1- WJAR-920 12:37am for State #45; WROK-1440 12:45am; WSMH-1500 1:15 with ET followed by TT; WKPR-1420 TT 1:30; WDOM-1440 TT 1:45; VBMN-1460 TT 2:22; WSKT-1550 ET 2:30; WSNR-940 4:51pm; WEEB-990 5:01 s/off. 12/2- KUAI-1380 TT 1:15am; KVAA-950 5pm, WPAB-950 5:32pm s/off; KBWE-750 5:45 s/off; WYIB-1020 10:02 under KBDA. 12/3- CBC-690 11:14am over WVIK for Province #7; KCMO-1000 1:35; KLOU-1580 1:45; KMOR-1510 1:57; KFWB-940 2:02; WBNK-1410 TT 2:15; KCTJ-1610 TT 2:14; KFTD-820 2:47am; XUXL-1450 3:25; WRMY-840 3:30; KTKQ-1000 3:40; XEXN-1170 3:50; WFKR-1430 4:01s/on; WPAT-930 4:36; WKSJ-1000 5:13; WZAN-1550 5:22; WISJ-790 5:31 on; WAKY-790 5:31am s/on; WTHE-1550 5:35 s/on; WPDX-750 5:45m; WLL-750 5:38pm s/off. 12/6- WLSI-930 5:15pm. Had the first snowfall of the season on 12/6. This brought a month of WX with temperatures in the 50s & 60s to an end. That's all from here. 73s & best DX.

AS THEY SAY IN FLIN FLON, MANITOBA - "CFAR." Cooperative Fellow Always Hugs!
Will try to report more regularly than I have in the last couple of months. DX by date: Started to go AN but fell asleep at 11 p.m. &woke up at 4 a.m. a little mad for having missed TESTS between 3-4 a.m. At 4:12 a.m. CHEF-1450, no report because of heavy QRM. WCDS-1440 4:13 a.m. & report sent for their TEST. No KSWM-940 heard here, but heard WJOR-940 @ 4:30 with TEST. Heard unasked WBC DX from WAGM-950 @ 4:37 a.m. Was much wanted here & report sent. WPTF-950 5 a.m. with s/o. WA2E-960 with 5 a.m. s/o. Who s/a @ 5:13 a.m. with 1,000 w., WR-7? Is it WRC6, N.C.? Heard WVOP-970 @ 4:30 s/o. Who s/o @ 5:35 on 920 CIJG-920 @ 5:38 with ID & mx. Also heard ZEB-960 just before 6 a.m. but no ID. kept mentioning Bermuda & then I received a letter from Joe Fela & he told me about it. Really strong here for 1kw. 11/29- Took RX & tape recorder to repair shop to be overhauled. 12/4 WABQ-1540 4:50 p.m. in for a surprise call. QRM from WPTR. 12/6 WTHM-1530 4:50 p.m. for another surprise call, quickly checked by WPTR. RNW. Received both of above on GE rx which made it more surprising. Veries are: RNW v/1 with yes/no reply but didn’t expect to get one at all. Also v/1, WHIM. Have 16 points to date for Contest. Still have several reports out. Have put up another antenna which is a 100’ dipole about 25’ high & running in a NW/SE direction. Haven’t had a chance to try it out yet. To Bob G., how about a letter? Just picked up the rx & tape for a small fee of $7. hi. Hope DX improves now. I’ll s/o & say 73a.

David Aichelman - 436 South 1 Road - Hammonton, New Jersey

It seems as if "Mother DX" has suddenly taken a liking to me. The past few weeks have been great in this den, with five new states logged & one new country. Before I report my results I would like to thank Len Kruse, Ken Lyon & Stan Horse for sending welcomed calls & Fred Meyer & Chuck Rader for their second letters. Stan says my unk WPOD Sunbury, Sunbury, Pa. with 1kw. My new veries here are: WADS after five months, WHAM KILN WVOH WTIO WIL WLS for daytime reception, & KELI. I am going to try something new. I am going to give my newly heard stations by frequency with the exception of the special TESTS. 920, KALL heard on 11/25 @ 4:55 a.m. very weak (Sh). 950, KJF heard on 11/26 for new state 3:38 a.m., continued the program "Downbeat." (new state) 1090, KAAY "K-Double-A Y" with Little Rock, on 11/24, 4:10 a.m. 1270, KEBM heard on r/c on the Fourth Monday between 3:10-2:27 a.m. They used a key in TT & seemed to have power changes during test, fairly good volume. (new state), 11/26. 960 (forgot this one) AFB1 coming in fairly strong 11/4. I mistook the calls as ZEMI & sent to them. Hope it gets in the right hands, (new country), heard between 3:37-3:48 a.m. 1340, WKN on 11/26 2:30-2:35 a.m. playing rr mx. Use slogan "Radio One" and "WKN Broadcast House." 1370, Two big surprises on this frequency. KSUM at 1:35 on f/c & KXIF, Butte, Mont: Both were in with fairly good volume at the same time. Some QRN, XHEF which went way over KXIF most of the time. KXIF plays rr mx & s/o @ 2:39 a.m (two new states), 11/26. 1380, WSYF for second report, heard on 11/20 @ 4:45 p.m. Had turkey Sale ad, hi. I am glad to say I heard six of the nine tests on 11/26. KEZU-920 was faintly heard between 3:10-3:30, sounded like they were playing Western songs. You had to listen a while before you knew they were there because of an und SS on the same frequency. WVWH was also heard playing rr. Received v/1 already. 940, heard KSWM’s TT & three IDs during their broadcast. WJOR was pulled in fairly strong. They played Christmas Carols during the broadcast. 1440, WCDS played pop mx & gave an ID @ 4:21 a.m. XIFG-1510 was heard fairly strong during TEST, announced 250w. at beginning but corrected to 500 at 4:30. I couldn’t dig CHEF WFAU WB21 our of their "graves," nl. Let me hear your opinions on whether listing stations by frequency is a good idea. I think it is because it is easier to pick out the stations that are valuable to you. I heard two new stations on 11/27 @ 5:31 & 5:44 p.m. WTVB s/o @ 5:31 & WCRB s/o @ 5:44 on 1570. ... (30)

Bob Pietsch - 317 San Fernando Way - San Francisco 27, California

It’s been a while since my last Musing, mainly due to heavy homework load & therefore little time for DX. However the following new ones have been logged: 11/11 KJWJ-1400 5:58 a.m. 11/24 KOKA-1500 5:16 a.m. KETO-1590 ET 5:31 a.m. WOA-1180 Marathon, Fla. 5:59 a.m. in here very well with all SS & occasional mx & KJFR-1420 8 a.m. s/o. Verries very slow lately - v/1s from KNEW-760 & KETO-1590 & PP cards from KARA-1310 & KFON-1880. Where is my KABA verie? Christmas vacation starts one week from now for me & I’m planning to spend a major portion of it DXing. 73s & best of DXing to everyone.

Ralph B. Sperry - 320 Warner Hill Road - Southport. Connecticut

During Oct. & Nov. about 5-7p m I’ve been hearing what might be a college station on 640. I have a few dogs but no ID. Any help? I think I got France on 1205 yesterday 12/3
Viva el Noviembre! Ocho del Noviembre! HLJ still precludes any sort of DX, but I have heard some QRMs that’s ham talk for domestic stations) like KB2U-920 W6FR-1260 "GIANT" s/off 6:00. Then on 12/1 PM, while setting up my receivers for the following AM DXing, W6PRD-1270 = 9:30, W6EBE-1410 = 10:00. Picked 840 & 1310. 840 turned out to be all HNL except around 6:00 something faintly under the HNL, turned out to be WHAS.

Big deal! 1310 was better: KLIX KNOX KARA s/off 6:00, KUBO SS s/on 7:00; KUZ. Tried 960 for Bermuda - no, not even KABU, just HNL & KMA s/on. 12/6, a little SSS tried. KBOX-1480 a damb with PD Hal Raymond till 6:15, cut like a light. Evidently they cut back on power & pattern. They got a fairly nice setup in the Highland Park section. Hope they appreciate all the tape I've sent, probably cutting spots on it. (Sorry, I recall, they went like BUM.) Suddenly it was all KLED. Also KPLL-1460 @ 6:30. Nuts, had a peachy ID on KEMA-1460 but I erased it. Curses, foiled again. Don't forget, Gerhard Sitzmark, champion skier, will make the scent for the Denver NCO Convention. '63, all.

Larry Schwartz - 4619 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California.

DX: 11:26- KODI-1400 f/c (note change from list, LBG), 2:45-3 TT, XEAB-14CO s/off 3:15, Jap on 1370 until 3:25 when WCOA began testing, possible KIFG-1510 very weak, TT & mx heard. WCD-1440 fair with KARM QRN, TT on 940 too rough because of KHJ030 AN, & the big surprise of the AM, Radio Moscow, Vladivostok-548 loud with a woman from 4:25-4:30 when they played their bell-chime theme. At 4:32 KFMB runned on 00 to ruin that. Also noted were Russian on 973, A bikini outlet on 1000 & an SS on 920. DX 1-2: XEII-1420 RS @ 7 quite loud for an hour in SS. 12/3: KSSL-740 s/off 3:02, much wanted & tried- for XEII-710 heard with TT from 3:25-3:40. KMPC was off with Conelrad, & during this time I heard an SS (who?), KIRO KSTR WHE WHB WOR. KIRO had 00 test. At 3:55 I tuned to 548 & found "Moscow" loud with a man & lady, & theme at 4am. KAFY-550 was off for the first time I can remember so no QRN. At 4:05 the lady from best week returned with more propaganda until 4:30 when a man took over, after the theme. 920 had an SS & an Oriental, who? 550 Had Radio Bells or something in Cuba. At 5, he listed all the Cuban stations in a network, giving calls. 1070 in Guatamalano sounded like CMOM. Radio Moscow was actually giving them trouble! 1370 had umm WLTC s/on 5. Veris: 2AP lovely QSL, KLVJ-930 v/1, CJO-1220 v/f, WRNL v/1, WLTC-170 v/1, KEOB-1290 v/1, total now 464. Thanks to Bernie Duffy, Pete Taylor & Stella Sullivan for cards. They're much appreciated! Does anyone have a recent KNEA-970 v/s? All for now fellows. Thank you LBG for the terrific f/c list. Again this year it'll be a real asset to my DXing. 73 & best to all.

Norm Jackeire - 1420 Columbia Drive N.E. - Albuquerque, New Mexico

After ending the worst DX season during which only seven new veries were received. I resolved to do better this year. Thus far, three stations have verified for me: KYNG KMAK & KEIL. Reports have gone out to: 10/29- KEIL-1460 KMAK-1550. 11/5- KHOK-1560 KNYG-1420. 11/26- KZBU-920 KIFG-1510 KSW-940 WCBD-1440. 12/3- WYRM-840, KTM-360. All were a result of the CFC group's activities. WYRM was the best catch thus far this season, although it had a fight with JOQK. JOQK on 1370 has had the best signals from Japan so far, better than many semi-locals. My sincere thanks to Larry Godwin & all the others who helped put out the best f/c list yet.

Mike King - North Eastham, Massachusetts

12/6 & no snow yet but its getting colder. Down to DX. Now there is a new receiver gotten yesterday. It's the Hallicrafters S-118. So good DX should be coming this way On 12/1 stayed over at Dave Burns' to see his new set was. Stations heard were: WEZJ-1440 @ 2am, VJYLJ-1440 @ 3:30am, WFWF-1570 @ 4:14, KAAY-1030 @ 4:54, WAGY-1320 @ 4:58. The following MM 12/3 heard KXII-1370 at 1:38am, then Radio Monte Carlo @ 1:16 Then we heard a couple of the JBC stations, WFBM-1260 on with a test @ 1:51, KTTI-1270 heard @ 1:58, KBOI-950 in at 2:00, WYMA in @ 3:25. TEST from WYRM-340 @ 5:35, WPNG-1590 @ 3:51. WQSM-1450 @ 4:37, JBC at Montego Bay at 4:55 & VPHR @ 5:00. Veris in are from WVOH & WFWF. Still have some WICE surveys. Season's Greetings to all.

MARCH SITUATION (From P. 1)

VERIF SIGNS LISTER
ON 1150 KXAD 1590 WSNM exc. MM

After two full weeks, we have only 40 v/s on h-ni here, and so are holding them until we can present a fuller list. This is, then, an appeal for more v/s - please send 'em ON A SEPARATE piece of paper, with your name on it, for they are separated from your Musings on arrival here, but please check back the last six listings of v/s to avoid superfluous repeats. I think there's some confusion as to the meaning of "F in v/s- It means a "Tom" letter - a mimeo, carbon copy, printed letter, etc. W4M3 toDXad!
Lots of DX here lately, so here goes. 11/20- WARM-590 @ 6:30pm under WOR. 11/22, I heard the new ZEP-960 for the first time, in strong all AM. XERF noted in SS around 1:30 & then in 8:30pm for report, first time ever heard in evening here. WAWZ-1380, IDing as non-commercial, strong some evening with cl mx. 11/23, tuned to 1550 @ 2:15 just in time to hear end of test from WSAO. 11/24- VP4AD-730 booming in briefly over CMCA/CIAG with cigar ad @ 6pm, report sent. 11/25- Several new SSSs early evening, one on 1520 mentioning Caracol net in Colombia @ 6pm, others with no clues on 1530 & 1550, in very briefly. Did manage to ID one on 840, HJBI on top @ 7:30pm. Play in EE accent on 730 @ 6:40pm, possibly Jamaica. 11/29- The "new GBH" heard under WCB with ID @ 6:30pm. Two new SSSs on 12/2, XERM-1150 in at 2:00 and Radio Vigia, SJAI-1330 @ 4pm with good signal but no sign of WELF-DX which was what I was after. WPPO-1090 @ 4:45pm with ID during FE game. 12/3- Logged WPIC-790 WAGA-1590 WNCA-1570 @ SSS. Two SSSs fighting it out on 1200, one Venezuelan, the other on top at 5:15pm with mx, a mystery. 12/6- WCONJ-1420 @ 4:45pm & 12/7, WIOF-1050 on top 4pm for report, WYGY-1150 @ 4:35 which brings me up to 12/9, my next DX AM in quite a while, logging 12 new stations. Tester on 1550 @ 1:45 with mx & very brief ID @ 6am turned out to be WQOU. WIOF-950 heard briefly @ 2:05 after WPEN s/o, then they s/off @ 2:10. WUJ then took over for the rest of the AM with cl mx. CJNR-730 booming in with fund-raising program 2:10, ZEP testing with recorded announcement @ 2:40, said they would resume ES 8am LST. Then the big surprise of the evening, XEMO-860 on top several times, first @ 2:45 tentatively & then definite @ 3:48 mentioning their NX coverage. QRM from KONO & what turned out to be XEMF, in strong @ 4:30 with LA mx. KNSR-880 & XSTMA-690 both in around 3:30 for two much wanted catches. Others heard were WCKY-920, WKEI-1380 & WQXI-790. Heard Jamaica s/on 750 @ 4:47 in clear, then to bed. Since last using, veris in from KFI & WCN, v/ls, & WLS CEM WAPA WBCD KDZK WBE & WHN, v/c's. My submarine racewatching card finally arrived from "INS. Murray the K a regular here! Before I go, let me thank the members of SCADL & Ken Lyon for welcoming cards. 73.

Dallas John -- 337 South Stewart -- Lombard, Illinois

11/29- Texas SSS still DX. KGEL-1120 heard again. Fifteen minute log on Grand Prair-ie-station on 730, but didn't hear the call - used to be KZRY - KPCN now? KINN-990 S9 Kay Double-E-710 strong @ 8:14 pm. KJIM-870 definite, @ 6:20 under WDL. Unusual SSS, KEIK-910 very strong, so tried for KOB-770. Bad unk there under/over WABC with ambiguous NBC type mx, but faded on the hour. It was definitely not one of the multiple 770 images. 11/30- WCONA1570 s/off but weak. ZEB1 strongest ever heard, at 9:30. 12/1- WXYA-1550 @ 4:39-4:45 s/off, #30 on 1550. Another WVA., WPDX-750 @ 5pm s/off. Seemed to be a station on about 945 kc/s. @ 8:30 from the SE. 12/2- KEWB-910 - 3:40 am. Tried for WELF from 4:32, & per a call from John Swanson, I missed them by one minute! WLOL & SS were too strong. WPDX-750 again, pm. KEEL-710 better, reported, 6:08-6:17 power cut. KGNC-710 per after KEBL gone, ID @ 6:30 under WOR. 12/3- WXYA-840 great, occasional QRM from WHAS test. No WNEB; WJCB was testing. Then one I've wanted for some time, KTOX-1000 was AN MM for a change, good log @ 4:06-4:30 after KMOV s/off. Actually a poor signal, as they protect WOFL. KCHR-1350 s/off 5:44pm. KCHZ-900 RS @ 5pm, mixed up terribly with Sudbury. Also SSB s/off right at 5, probably KJSK. Unk 1580 s/off @ 6:45pm. No early Pa. s/ons heard. 12/4/ KLAB-870 strong @ 3-3:17, XEMO-860 SS s/off 2:55, EE s/off 3, mx to 3:05 when f/o is clear supposedly Cuban was on, but KSHA came through with TT @ 3:08 & was pretty good after that. Veris are WPRA WTMX W9FX KLLS KXEN KXKL WWHO WHV WI KNIN WJAZ XEO. Sorry to miss the CHBC -800 DX. You owe me a call, Bay Kraul. Hey, a rhyme! 73.

David Oved -- 560 Grover Cleveland Highway -- Buffalo 23, New York

I suggest that Larry Godwin walt until Convention '64 (in Buffalo) to take over. Pop Edge has been doing a great job since 1940 & why start a big deal over nothing? Ernie when you get HJED, did you hear "March over the River Kwai" as sort of a theme? (No - EEO). What about you, Ken? Also, have you received a verie? (No - EEO) I have become an SCoR - could you send me a VICE, Mike? Two new veries - CFOM (card & letter), 1310, CHU-1050 after five months. Contest Points, 26. Chak/Mippol, could you send me some info on what is without a doubt little short of amazing? No DX this week. Remember guys - Buffalo in '64! 73,

But even MORE IMPORTANT! REMEMBER IT'S DENVER in '63! GREAT THINGS ARE BEING PLANNED FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT, AND GREAT THINGS ARE TO BE DISCUSSED AT THAT TIME. We hope that MANY LISTENERS WILL DECIDE TO BE ON HAND. MAKE THOSE PLANS NOW TO BE SURE.
A real BIG "thank you" to Larry Godwin for an amazing job in compiling the new 1963 NRC f/c list. It will be so very helpful to all DXers, both the new & old timers, too. Three additions to my DX Log on MM 12/3. Station KINQ-980, Hamilton, Mont. was heard with a f/c-2TT from 3:30-3:45am; the TEST from WFM-840 New Britain, Conn. was heard well from 3:30-4am & the Hunters' Special from WDFC-1300, Clarion, Pa. was heard 4-4:30am topping the frequency. On 12/4 Station KSHA-860 Medford, Ore. was heard with a TEST from 3:05-4am, & they did well for a 1,000 watter at this distance; only QRM came from a Mexican on that spot. Also on 12/4 KKEU-1380 Albuquerque, N.M. was heard with test & asking for collect telephone calls from listeners across the country; heard from 4:33-4am, when WCLS s/on with RS & took them out. I was trilled on the afternoon of 12/7 to hear 15 minutes of RS of WFDX-750, Clarksburg, W. Va. from 4:40-4:55pm & almost in the clear except for the final five minutes when WSE began coming in. I've been after WPDK since they took the air back in 1947, 15 years ago! On 12/8 WVBA-1360 Baytown, Tex. heard with f/c-2TT from 1:15-1:30am, QRM from KRFY/SAI. Latest verified received were cards from WVSF & KSWM; & v/ls from KBG0 WSCD WSAO.

Ben Dargorfield III - 222 Governor's Drive - Brooklnd Estates - Chester P.O., Pa.

Lots of interesting dialing since my last report, including a hot TA cycle that may have peaked about 12/3 or 12/4. Did pretty well on the 11/26 MM Specials. WFAU-1340 was easy to spot between 2:10 & 2:45am with their marches, but I could ID only one march for sure! You know, without prior announcements, marches are not easy to ID by title. Heard the Station ID at least once for WFAU. KEZU-920 was logged 3-3:30am clearly, but way behind an S-9 Cuban mx station. Did catch some KEZU IDs. KIPG-1510 was S-9 plus, & I could cope with numbers like "Stompa'n at the Savoy." Was I mistaken or did they give power as 250W? Also on 11/26 KAIM-870 was logged around 3:30 with hymns. 12/1 Lots of TAs, especially from West Gernany, & my new logging was mainflingen-1538, from 12:30-1am. Later on 12/1 CX were great in mid-afternoon, with surprises like CKVL topping 850 @ 3:30pm, S-9; & CEF-699 really tearing into local WMR which is seven miles from here, @ 3:45pm. Static began to develop after this, & was evident for the next day or so. From what, I don't know, as it was perfectly clear here. Perhaps that storm off Carolina. At 12:1am 12/2, found WNYN-1390 in strong with test & asking for reports. 12/3- MW found many TAs in strong, with the best being EDO, Fons & Portugal. Some as late as 3:30am! Also noted a chain of West Indies stations relaying the various Caribbean cricket matches from 1:30 to about 3am. Included were Jamaicans on 560, 620, 770; Antigua-644 & a weak 1545 signal which I think was Radio Monserrat.

12/4- Up for the KSHA-860 TEST, & found someone there @ 3am, but topped by a Mexican. I never did catch any KSHA IDs, & gave up shorty thereafter when another carrier came on & ruined everything. To console myself, I took a good log on ZFEl-960. Added to this log some good 9pm reception later, & sent a report. On the evening of 12/4, Central Europe was coming through, including Zagred-1133 which I still haven't a good log on. Faded again this time. One verie, & a good one, from Radio Abidjan-1495, in the Ivory Coast, v/c re my 9/18 logging.

Ronald E. Schatz - 8055 Crespi Boulevard - Maiti Beach 41, Florida

Ono, quality & quantity of DXers of the NRC. The first week of December has been teeming with interesting LA activity; so once again we go up the dial: HILL-1415 "La Voz del Camu" in La Jega, Rep. Dominicana, showed up unusually well that week. And so had HOVBP-1595. HAYL-1228 approximately, "Radio Corinobesa" in Monteria, Colombia, is now here nightly with 10kw. Clandestine VOA-1205 still going strong all evening. EJ-1190 "La Voz de la Costa" in Barranquilla, Colombia, fighting it out with WOCO all evening. Mystery LA formerly on 1105 now on 1115; too much WBT/YVNN. Another mystery on 1016, but YSC has its say. VOA-792.5 in fair most evenings with SS. Unidentified Haitian on 955: also a CA there later on; too much WYN-940. YV-910 "Radio Aeropuerto" a brand new station at the Caracas Airport in well early evenings. HRZN-989 "Radio Panares" in Tegucigalpa, Honduras, now on this frequency. YV13-225 "Radio Miranda" in Los Teques, Venezuela, almost as strong as TMN. EROO 765 "Emisoras ---" probably in San Pedro Sula, Honduras, is a brand new station with a strong signal here; very IDs. Finally: KJCU-670 "Radio Tricolor" seems to be here now & AN. That does this week. Don't forget those tests; & hear about the 12/10 TESTs in this main next week. Meanwhile remember the stations in Superior Neb. & Alexander City, Ala. . .

Bob Duggan Jr. - 1112 Mason Woods Drive N.E. - Atlanta 6, Georgia

Radio Station WLBK-1310 in Decatur, Ga. began RS today, 12/8. Merry Christmas to all!
A card in from Vane Jones saying that his Log will be mailed so as to reach those subscribing to him, just before Christmas. All others will be handled by Howard Sams Inc of Indianapolis.

Its 4:30 PM and still no Stencil in from Ev Johnson, thus the Christmas mail jam is delaying it. The above stencil was the one intended for the Dec 1st issue and mailed as usual by Ev on Wed Nov 28th it did not reach the P.O. Box until Tue, Dec 4th. Thus instead of holding this issue over and maybe in vain till Saturday morning, thought I better include the above and thus be able to give the usual Saturday morning mailing of DX News/Thus waiting, it would probably result in a Monday mailing which I do not believe would be appreciated by most members.

Before its too late let the Edge's wish all of you a Very Merry and Blessed Christmas plus a Very Happy and Prosperous New Years.

By the way Pete-Ernie and Ev have been sent Special Delivery stamps to insure no delay (I hope) in receiving their stencils as they will be delivered directly to 325 Shirley and eliminate the transfer from the Main P.O. to Kensington.

The refresher and info data on back of contest page will be continued in future issues and everything stated will be in the RRC files and will be available to all at the 1963 Denver Convention. (That sheet to Mbrs. only)
SLOPE OVER.

Far San José, Costa (LDS)

Generally same as 12/27 at 2150 (ED)

Vladivostok, USSR extremely loud 0345-0500 with chime bell theme on the hour and no kafy on 12/3 (LDS)

KMWI Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii 0403 after Japanese PGM 12/3 (LDS)

CMGY Havana, Cuba with s/on or pattern change 0500-12/3, very loud, and listing stations on network; one of them sounded like CMGM Guantanamo on 1070. (LDS) (CMGS listed.—PVT)

Kingston, Jamaica, BWI probably the station with Australian versus W1 cricket matches under WJAM 12/3 0200-0300, parallel to other W1 stations (BD)

UNID SS, Bogota (see 12/8 issue). Might be HIJKL from 610, where it was noted on 11/10, and not 060 (PVT)

+YNM Managua, Nicaragua 2100 12/5, "Radiodifusora Nacional" (HJW)

+/. Spur Tree, Jamaica with cricket matches, Aust./W1. 0300 s/off 12/3 (BD)

Haeju, North Korea noted here stronger than 785 around 0530 12/9; not parallel to 785 though (PVT)

TIRICA San Jose, Costa. Must have been the one with a tone 0605 12/10 with the Korean underneath (PVT)

Antigua, Léonard Islands with cricket matches 12/3 til 0300 (BD)

KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska 0530 readable 12/10 with commercials legible from 0250 past 0400, but QRM from WNM-1T. Slopeover. Had "Orbit Central" news at 0400 (JAC)

XERP MEXICO, D.F., Mexico. Finally got a reply, English, but in poor "Thank you for your letter" style. Stationery is for network: "Sistema Radiopolis" including XERP XEQ XEDF XEB and QRA, Dr. Rio de la Loza 182, Mexico 7, D.F. (CHF)

HJNX Bello, Colombia. Seems to be the "Radio Tricolor" people are hearing here, some of whom think it's HJCU Bogota from 735. (LBS) says it is apparently the Amer IDing as "Radio Tricolor" with "Emisoras Radio Sistema Tricolor de Colombia...670 kilociclos con 10,000 vatios de potencia." (Correction, Bill Niittler came up with the calls and LBG with the long slogan.—PVT). Also noted by (RFS) as HJCU, from 735. Please keep digging on this one.

YNM Managua, Nicaragua was 5-6 2130 12/5 (HJW)

+TIU San Jose, Costa Rica in the clear 1905 and later on 12/7 during PM with ID as "Radio Musical" following slogan on bells (JL)

+YNM Managua, Nicaragua "Union Radio" has moved here, first noted 12/7 (JL)

+RNE Madrid, Spain strong 5-6 around 0145 11/26 (SSB)

UNID...Have been working on signal which appears to be TA, around 2000 nightly. "TV" too much so far (BD)

UNID SS, noted here 12/2-3 AM when KMPC off, WGB3? (LDS)

+KFSQ Anchorage, Alaska. Noted under carrier but good log 0354-0410 12/10 when carrier put on tone. Had news from KFSQ Communications Central, 0400-0405. No CKM, which I thought was AMM (JAC)

CMCA Havana, Cuba, (BD) says (Reaffirms) correct QRA is box 6951, as on LTR.

+VP4RD Port-of-Spain, Trinidad BWI covering the frequency 8-9 around 0500 12/3, but unreadable (MN)

+JOC Nagoya, Japan, first time heard here, weak, 0532, 12/10 (PVT)

+MYSTERY SS, heard after KGB5 0300 s/off, 12/3, who? (LDS)

+JOLR Toyama, JOUF Kofu, probably the two Japanese noted here 12/10. alternating dominance, s5-4 at most, QRN, couldn't catch either ID at 0600, and then KTRH s/on took over (PVT)

JOIB Sapporo, Japan. Please correct 10/20 issue and hence as I had it down for Osaka (PVT). Assume this is the station with NHK-2 PM, generally same as I heard on 1370 last week, on 12/10 between 0414-0430 when someone put a tone on at 10 PM (JAC)

JBC Point Salina, Jamaica s/on 0455 12/3 so another try for a verie(MN). Noted with English, religious type music on 12/2 0500. ID as Conassus Broadcasting Co., what is call? (ED). (No calls assigned; owner is Jamaica Broadcasting Corp. so don't know where you got "Conassus".—PVT)

YSKL San Salvador, El Salvador probably the early AM LA 0155 12/1 (BD) (Gen, RFS
+MYSTERY. New station, first heard 12/2 and in well since. No decent ID, but other info limits location to Honduras or Nicaragua, probably former (RFS)

3LO Melbourne, Vic., AUSTRALIA sent ABC QSL for 8/3 report from Texas, my 10th Ausgie verie. No v/s, verified specific time as heard (LBB)

CSB9 Oporto, PORTUGAL fairly regular in early evening (DSB) (Note QRA Dave--PVT)

+HJX Bogota, COLOMBIA noted here, drifting (CHF) (See QRA 12/3 issue Clarence) noted this frequency 12/3, rather a wanderer, good signal (RHM)

HJX Bogota, COLOMBIA noted here 11/28, still there 12/3, "Emisora Monserrat" (DP) (Perhaps they're drifting on an hourly basis--PVT)

4QG Brisbane, QSL'd AUSTRALIA noted 12/3 0430 with "Queensland ABC gongs" after the news (RHM)

... Cairo, Egypt, U.A.R. here with fair signals around 1655 12/2 in Arabic (DP) fairly regular in early evenings til 1830 (DSB)

HJED Cali, COLOMBIA definite ID 11/23 0248 "La Voz de Rio Cauca" so I suggest this is the SS being reported an (LBB)

+YVLT Los Teques, VENEZUELA "Radio Miranda" in strong past few weeks with AM, FM and 2 SW on 10's (RFS)

YNOL Managua, NICARAGUA now here, 87-3 2120 12/5, 86-7 2050 12/6 (HUN) (They were here last year, Hank--PVT)

... Belize, BRITISH HONDURAS. Am fairly certain this one is back. Heard here most evenings and under St. Lucia, announce as "Radio Belize" and have noted them for about three months (DP)

J0BS Osaka, JAPAN heard well here, loud 12/9 (LDS)

QMBZ Havana, CUBA an since crisis (RFS) (Any silent period Ron--PVT)

... Rome, Italy S-9 2000-2100. Announcements on half-hour and hour. Half-hour bulletins in this order: French, German, Italian. English on hourly news (BD)

*K* KAIM Honolulu, HAWAII bounding in 0415 12/3, only strong Hawaiian of the AM but unmelting (MN); mystery heard here 11/26 0315-0329, English, classical MX, WPL ET 1D ruined possible ID 0330, S-4 at most (DSB) (Looks like KAIM--PVT)

+KICY Nome, Alaska Nice 85-6 with music 0422 12/10 (PVT); (HJW) noted via phone that it was good and strong down his way too; good with 1D and time in Bering Standard Time 0400 12/3, 0500, best level KICY has been heard (RHM)

1YC Auckland, NEW ZEALAND S-7 0415 12/3 but unmelting (MN); tentative report 11/17 programming, 0410-0430, too late for BBC-831, would be 1ST ZEDDER if it is them (DSB)

+HRZN Tegucigalpa, HONDURAS "Radio Pinares" in when WLS fades (RFS) (Wonder why HRVS moved to 910--PVT)

+YYLV Valencia, VENEZUELA "Radio America, La voz de Valencia" ID 0531 12/3 (MN) (Think its YYLV instead of YYLS Bill--PVT)

... Algiers, ALGERIA first time heard here 11/26 from 0123-0202 in Arabic, QRM WLS TT, should be easy for east coasters (DSB)

OSX4X Lima, PERU "Radio El Sol" on with sporting events starting at 2115 both 12/5 and 12/6, sponsored by Gillette (HJW)

+MYSTERY. New station, Caracas, VENEZUELA at the "Aeropuerto" in well most evenings with few 1Ds (RFS)

HRVS Tegucigalpa, HONDURAS already on air 0550 12/2, clear in East til WRNL sign-on 0600 (SM)

+HUAF Cartagena, COLOMBIA is JAC's MYSTERY 12/1 issue (RFS)

... Morocco. New EBU lists this one in Agadir in lieu of Sebba Atoun (EBU); noted with strong signal around 180012/2 (DP); H38s 11/23 and 538s 11/24 up til 1600 fadeout (DSB)

Kahu Waipahu, HAWAII first Hawaiian heard in Colo. 0345 12/3; JAPANESE (LBS)

+YVQ8 Carupano, VENEZUELA is the SS noted here evenings with CBM atop, and ID as "Radio Carupano," WRH lists future plans as increase to 10KW so perhaps they have done it (UL); also noted 1T 0520 by (MN)

JOKR Tokyo, JAPAN. Assumed to be the station with dramatic type show, talk and music 0416 12/10, children's choir singing "78" 0425 and opening of another program, Fair til someone's tone 0430 (JAC)

+MYSTERY, HAITI. Weak signal and my limited FF can't trace this yet (RFS) (See Haiti, below, Ron, who knows--PVT).
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955 MYSTERY Central America, in well later in evening but XR with fade out at ID time (RFS)

962 **** Tunis, TUNISIA. Fairly regular now during early evening hours and around 0130, 4th North African season (DSB)

970 HLCA Seoul, South Korea. Weak KBS/HLCA ID in EE 9/7 0600 (you probably mean 12/7 Roy--PVT), much better ID 0700, just 10 seconds before KOOK s/on. Best level KOREAN has ever been heard at that time (RMM); noted causing hetro here loud with music 12/9 at 0500 (LDS) (Larry, HLCA is on freq. and is probably not the source; think Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk on 973 causing the hetro--PVT); fantastic signal 11/23 5-6 (0500-0600) all over everything. Had play in Korean, and although i couldn't understand the words, i could tell what was going on (LDS)

1015 YSC San Salvador, El Salvador. EL SALVADOR probably the one i'm hearing instead of JHAJ, which i mentioned in 12/3 issue (BD); good log 12/6 2312-2332 to try for Verie from this station which ignored me on 1959 (JAC)

1020 ZCO Nuku Alofa, Tonga. Logged 0350-0425 12/3 with good strength (MN) (Bill, looks like we locked out as KBS back on 12/10--PVT)

YVQB Cumaná, Venezuela. Heard with s/on and National Anthem and then ID as "YVQB, Radio Sucre, La Voz de Cadena Rumbos!" (MN)

TGUQ Guatemala City, Guatemala. Heard for first time this season on 11/26 with EE late late show. Are they QSLing yet? (DFB)

1025 +TIAC San José, Costa Rica. HOU and TIAC taking turns here, TIAC in the clear after 2300 to possible 2314 s/off. TIAC reported 12/6 (CHF); "Radio Fides" is slogan; be careful on this channel. I have heard HOU here too but on 12/6, TIAC was on top 2225 with CL MX TIL 2300, 2302 had Roger Williams tune, prayer in SS 2305-2309 and s/off ancts with carrier off 2311/00. Very good all the way (JAC)

1033 HJGE Bucaramanga, Colombia. Verie letter in English, signer is (illegible) Gerencia, with penant, post card, stamps. QRA is Apartado Aereo 572. They say they are assigned and are on 1030, but still 1033 my last look (CHF); logged from 2142-2245 12/6. ID SS EE, call ltrs and freq, "Radio Bucaramanga." Report out (HJW)

1034 +CSB2 Lisbon, Portugal. In clear and S+S 0330 12/3 (BD) (DSB)

1035 **** Drottwich, England. S+S 11/19 0120-0330, strongest BBC outlet up to now /

1130 JQTR Tokyo, Japan. Readable all AM with no CKWX, but a bit of WAEH after about 0430 (PVT); tearing CKWX apart 12/9 0500-0600 (LDS)(CKWX off 12/10--PVT)

1133 **** Zagreb, Yugoslavia. Fairly good S+0n 2300 12/3 and 22/4 but lost strength by 2310 (BD)

1145 4VAB Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Probably my mystery with Christmas carols by Belfonte and Lanza, 0540, 12/3, with French. No list on them (MN) (WRH has them on 1050 and FB1S on 1146 Bill--PVT)

1165 **** Radio Americas, Swan Island. Verie in, QSL, QRA Box 352, Miami FLa. Swan Island is on map, not by name but by location for "Radio Americas." No doubt here as to XR location (CHF)

1178 VOA Okinawa, Ryukyu Islands, OC on early, by 0530, before 0600 programming and accompanying jamming. Good strength 12/10 0232, OC (PVT)

1196 VOA Munich, W. Germany S-7 all evening ID "This is the VOA XR, Munich," EE (RFS)

1205 **** Bordeaux, France. Regular here, early AM (DSB)

1210 JOOR Osaka, Japan. Heard here mixed with WCAU 0500 12/9 (LDS)

1214 MYSTERY. Evening signal, mostly in hetro stage, occasionally as late as 2200, has me puzzled, but can't do much when local WCAU is on. Can anyone outside this area tell me if there is an LA on 1215 regularly? This may be BBC light program on new late sked, but thought S/off to be 2100(BD)

1220 +HIN Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. In well, but with much QRM (RFS)

1220 JOHC Kagoshima/JOQC Morioka, Japan. One of these noted mixed with SS, 0500 on 12/9 (LDS)

1223 MYSTERY. Classical music heard through XEB splatter, quite positive it is a TA and time was 0107-0132 on 11/17. Query to Falun but have my doubts (DSB)

1225 +HUAV Monteria, Colombia. Definite ID with call letters and slogan "Radio Cordobesa" every 15 minutes between musical selections at 2040 12/7; indicates move from 1200 as listed in WRH, and power is listed as 2KW, S--Speak here (JL); noted with ID 1850 12/5 with power, but noise and QRM too much (BD)
12:40 MYSTERY METRO OVER KROI 12/9, ANY STRONG TIPS HERE, NOTED 0500. (LDS)
12:50 ---- FAR EAST SERVICE PROBABLY THE ORIENTAL SPEAKER HEARD 0530-0600 12/9 (LDS)
( THEY'RE STILL ROLLING IN HERE, LARRY. TRY THEM 0430 FOR EE-PVT)
12:70 KNDI HONOLULU, HAWAII VERIE LETTER FROM JIM OWEN, OWNER FOR 11/19 REPORT.
( TYPETRIPRO USES NEWS MACHINE RIBBON. (PVT)
12:80 -WCMN ABERCOS1, PUERTO RICO LOGGED 12/2, HAVE BEEN PASSING IT BY FOR MADO (RFS)
13:04 ---- ORAN, ALGERIA HEARD IN ARABIC AROUND 1745V WEAK, 12/2. (DF)
13:10 XER TIJUANA, MEXICO, S/ON 0300 INSTEAD OF 0400, WITH 0915 S/ON (LDS) (THIS IS A 
CORRECTION TO 12/5 ISSUE WHERE I HAD S/ON 1915-PVT)
13:15 HOL-55 CHITRE, PANAMA IS MY MYSTERY HERE, USES SLOGAN "Radio Reforma" QUITE 
FREQUENTLY (JL)
13:70 JOKO KITAMI, JAPAN. TONAL INFLECTIONS OF JAPANESE AND SS VERY SIMILAR AND WHEN 
I HAD JOKO AT 10/29 0315 TUNE-IN I THOUGHT XEHF RUNNING LATE TO RUIN MY 
CHANCE FOR DEFINITE ID ON 12/10 AM. HAD TWO MEN IN CONVERSATIONAL PMT 
TIL 0330, WHEN HAD NHK/JOKO ID, THEN ORGAN TUNE FOR FEMALE ANNCR TO INTRO 
PMT WHICH TURNED OUT TO BE EE LESSON, EARLIER THAN I UNDERSTOOD IT TO BE 
ON (JAC); RIDICULOUS 0910 HERE 12/10 WITH EE LESSON 0524-0530 FOR REPORT 
(PVT) (PERHAPS THEY'VE INCREASE EE SKED JOHN, WILL CHECK HERE-PVT)
13:80 +JOUF OSAKA, JAPAN EVEN WITH RMN'S KRKO 0545 12/10 BUT NOT FOR LONG (PVT)
14:00 +JOQL KUSHIRO/JOVR SHIZUKOA, PROBABLY THE TWO JJ'S NOTED HERE 0445-0501 12/10. 
AM STILL GOING OVER THE TAPE TO TRY AND DIG OUT ID WHICH DOESN'T SEEM TO 
BE IN ENGLISH (OF THEM). WAS CHECKING THEM WHEN DOMINANCE CHANGED TO 
-----
+KGEW SIATRA, ALASKA, WHICH WAS ON WITH SKED F/C AND MARCHES TO 051505 (PVT)
14:20 2AP APIA, WESTERN SAMOA S-7, WITH CLASSICAL MUSIC 12/3 (MN) (ABOUI 0315);; 
RECO BEAUTIFUL QSL, NOTHING NEW TO SAY ABOUT IT EXCEPT IT'S A DIFFERENT 
ONE THAN LAST SPRINGS (JAC)
15:30 ---- MAINFLINGEN, WEST GERMANY, LOGGED 12/1 FROM 0030 TO 0100 AND STRONG VOLUME, 
BUT PLENTY OF WPTR QRM, MUCH BETTER SIGNALS THAN SDR STNS WHICH FORMERLY 
USED THIS FREQ, MAINFLINGEN IS DEUTSCHLANDFUNK OUTLET (BD)
15:60 WRSJ SAN JUAN, P.R. WAS LOGGING THE ONE NICELY BETWEEN 0135-0516 WHEN HUW 
CALLED UP AND WAS APPRIZED; WE TRADED SIGNALS FOR FIRST WEST COAST 
S-STEREO. ASSUME HANK LOGGED IT SIMULTANEOSLY (PVT)
*1545 ---- MYSTERY, WEAK EE STATION HEARD 12/1 AND 12/2 BETWEEN 0130-0300 WITH AUS 
TRA-LIA/W. L. CRICKET MATCHES. POSSIBLY RADIO MONSERRAT, LEWAND ISLANDS, 
5KC OFF 1550 (3D)
15:62 ---- MYSTERY, STATION USING PORTUGUESE WITH S/ON 0200 12/1 AND WAS AUDIBLE TILL AFTER 
0230, MAYBE VOVILHA, BUT WRH SKED DOES NOT INDICATE SO. SEVERAL OTHER 
PORT, STNS COMING IN SAME TIME. ALSO WEAK SIG 1562 BEFORE 0200 (BD)
-----
+ = RADIO VERONICA NOTED WITH QRM FROM PORTUGAL 0200 12/1 (SM) (NOTE, BEN-PVT)
15:65 VOA MONROVIA, LIBERIA, POWER IS 250KW AND NOT 21 MILLION (RFS)
COCOS KEELING ---- VVH, 1400KC 100W OPERATING HERE, SKED UNKNOWN (VARH) (THIS MUST BE THE 
ISLAND OFF OMAN; HOWEVER, THE IS. IS U.S., BUT THE CALL BRITISH, SO NOT SURE=---PVT)
COLOMBIA ---- RADIO DIODUSORA NACIONAL DE COLOMBIA OPERATES WITH HUN-D 570-100KV BOGOTA 
AND HUN-D 960-10KW MANIZALES (NZDXRA)
GERMANY, EAST (DDR) ---- RADIO BERLIN INTERNATIONAL HAS NEW SKED. ENGLISH TO EUROPE NOW 
1445-1515 ON 1133 KC AND 1700-1730 ON 1430 (VARH) (CMS NOTE THE 1133-PVT)
HAITI ---- NEW STATION HERE IS RADIO VARITE, PORT-AU-PRINCE, 930, OPENED AUGUST 5 
(DXR) (RFS, MIGHT BE YOUR 955-PVT). 4VUE-780 IS "Radio Lumiere" AND POWER UNKNOWN.
4VUE-1130 JEREMIE HAS 30 WATTS (FBS)
MOROCCO ---- EBU SAYS 955KC IS IN AGADIR WITH 100KW (EBU)
PAPUA ---- 9PA-1250 Port Moreby SKED M-F 0300-0630; SAT 0300-0900; SUN, 0330-0330 (NZDXRA)
PERU ---- PERU GOVT. HAS GRANTED PERMISSION TO EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE MISSION (OPERATES 
FM6 AND OTHERS) TO OPERATE IN LIMA ON MV & SN, "Radio Del Pacifico" TO START IN 
DEC. CALL AND FREQUENCY UNKNOWN (CHF)
YUGOSLAVIA ---- RADIO Zagreb-1133 HAS ESPERANTO PBS 1700-1725 THURSDAYS (NZDXRA)

REPORTS FROM BILL MILRICK, JEFF LOB, LARRY GOBING, CLARENCE FREEMAN, FBG, JEN DANGER-
FIELD, STAN MORGAN, ED DRUM, MAL APOPE, DAVID OHE, ROY MILLAR, RON SCHATZ, JOHN 
GALLIANO, LARRY SCHWARTZ, DAVID BURNS, WORLD RADIO HANDBOOK, NZDXRA, HANK WILKINSON 
 AND YOUR EDITOR------SORRY I CAN'T ELABORATE ON IT, WATCH FOR EARLY SKED OFF AND LOTS 
OF FRENCH-CANADIAN AND L.A. ACTIVITY AROUND CHRISTMASTIME. RON SCHATZ, LEN KRUSE IS 
KNOWING A LOT WITH A CONDITION OF FREQUENCIES LIST SHOR\"LY INCLUDING LATIN, TOM 
HOLMES AT RFI. THANKS FOR BROADCASTING ARTICLES. I SUBSCRIBE TO IT SO HAVE IT. I DO NOT EDIT 
FOR CENSORSHIP PURPOSES BUT FOR SPACE TAKE THIS ISSUE FOR EXAMPLE, RATHER FULL, A 
WHAT? HAVE A PLEASANT HOLIDAY SEASON AND MAKE IT A SAFE ONE. ALOHA TIL NEXT WK, 

PVT
A refresher to all who were NRC Members as of September 19 1959 and Information to those who became an NRCer since, plus those who attended the Annual NRC Convention held at the Towne House, Omaha, Nebraska.

It was at that convention a new publisher had to be found. We had 3 offers other than the one Ray Edge came up with. Final result was as all must know, it went to Ray Edge and under the following agreement.

NRC's NEW GOVERNING BODY

At the business meeting at the Saturday evening Convention Dinner, Pop Edge proposed, and it was seconded and carried unanimously that the two editors, Lefty Cooper and Fred Van Voorhees would have complete charge over their respective sections, and likewise, as new Executive Secretary, Ray Edge will assume complete responsibility for anything he may add to his section, or comments he might place in DX NEWS.

All complaints, suggestions, proposals etc., must be sent IN TRIPlicate to Ray B. Edge, 325 Shirley Ave., Buffalo 15, N.Y. Ray will then send a copy to Cooper and Van Voorhees, and their decisions-majority ruling-will be final.

All other offices in the NRC were eliminated, The vote was unanimous, by all present at this NRC Convention Dinner in the Towne House, Omaha, Nebraska.

Your Exec Sec would say that what is outlined in the above is in plain language and easily understood as to the Governing Body's authority given them by those present at that convention.

Your Exec Sec would also like to state here, that from that day up to and including Dec 14 1962 he has NEVER received a complaint-suggestion-proposal etc as outlined above. The only complaints etc he has seen were by an exceptionally few who seemed to believe they looked better in the pages of DX News. How is it that those same exceptionally few do not follow the above procedure as it is outlined and approved by those at Omaha?

Now again, your Exec Sec has been the target of those very exceptionally few because he informed all that the Supremecy Rating is dropped. Yes I did it when I noted that ONLY 22 members had bothered to report to its compiler for the last 10 months. 22 members out of a total of over 300, however the list was just over 50 at times, but when it dropped from 44 to 22 along with again Pop Edge to fill in, well maybe I did goof. However a couple very nice letters from 2 members, Pop then wrote Pete Taylor suggestion he and Wilkinson get in touch with each other and if they can, revive it and it would become part of the Foreign Section. This was done BEFORE any blast in DX News.

As for the 10 sheet limit for DX News, Both Ernie Cooper and Fred Van Voorhees knew that set up long ago. Ernie was limited to 15 pages-Fred to 4 and DX Down the Dial to 1, totalling 20 stencils in all or the same as 10 sheets of paper. Yes there were times we had less and times we had more, but when more, an understanding was there between Pop and the Editors. So that was carried out according to NRC's Government.

Now I note in this issue, Godwin and the Denver DXers have decided to take over the publishing of DX News as of Sept, said the vote will be different. I said I would resign as of Feb 1 1963 if 1/3 of the members went along with Godwins ideas. As of date 12/14/62 I have received TWO replies agreeing with Godwin, yet I also have received over 20 un-solicited replies urging me to continue as we are. I also have a notice that Ernie was supposed to put on the Front Page telling of the DX News going to be published by Godwin and Denver NRCers as of Sept 1963. So again no Proposal etc in Triplicate as outlined above. OK its swell BUT I suggest that Sept 1963 being 9 months away, a proper proposal should be made, lets say about July 1963. A lot can happen between now & then.
Again this year, the member in 1st place on February 2nd in both contests will win 100 Report Forms. The winner of each contest on 8/15/63 will win a one-year membership. However, the winner is entitled to one membership ONLY! Should he win twice, then there will be another price on the second winning. Letterheads & Report Forms will be awarded to other winners. Again, remember to send in a list of the call, freq., location, date heard & date verified to ERNEST J. WESOLOWSKI, 1416 PASADENA AVENUE, OMAHA 7, NEBRASKA. In #1 all Domestic DX Specials listed on the DX CALENDAR or on the DXDD page counts 5 points. In #2 you do not have to have the letters in order -- you may have a B before you have an A as long as you stay in the correct tier. Next full report will be on 2/9/63. Deadline is 2/2/63. 73's till then. MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL!!!